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Abstract 
In modern commercial buildings, indoor pedestrian street has become increasingly popular, either for its useful function, 
or because it displays a particular architectural style. Since the indoor pedestrian street occupies huge space and has 
complex functions, there is no unified standard for its fire protection design. This paper proposed a fire protection 
design and then studied its safety by computer simulation technology in an attempt to solve the above problem. 
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1.Introduction 
    With the rapid economic development and growth of urban population, a large number of large-scale and 
functional complex commercial buildings are emerged. In order to make sure the rational utilization and 
reduce capital investment reasonability, indoor Pedestrian Street designing have been increasing. In the 
design process a variety of factors will inevitably lead to the construction of firefighting problems. 
2. Project overview  
A large commercial complex total construction area is 213,747΃,in which construction and commercial 
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podium formed by the tower and tower maximum height is 98.0m. The building belongs to a class of high-
rise buildings, fire-resistant rating is one [1]. 2 floors under Annex ,4 floors on the ground, basement for the 
supermarket, on the ground four are for commercial. 
3. Problems demonstrate  
    The building is a comprehensive and complex commercial building, within its atrium up to seven in 
Indoor Pedestrian Street . As no fixed columns around the atrium, the atrium is also part of the round 
(Fig.1). Hence, the fire district fire shutter [2] cannot be set in the atrium, and indoor Pedestrian Street 
safety should be demonstrated. 
 
Fig.1 Commercial building ichnography 
4.1 The independent fire unit design     The so-called independent anti-fire unit is applied widely around the world to keep control of 
fire and smoke in huge space.Dominating flammable articles in independent unit is the essential concept.Thus,fire would not spread 
around the units and nearby space.In order to keep the safety of independent anti-fire unit,this article proposes several restrictions and 
requirements as follows. 
    (1) The square of shops on both side of the pedestrian street should under 300m2. 
    (2) As an independent anti-fire section, automic spray system and mechanical exhaust system should be 
installed in. 
    (3) There should be a firewall which fire resistance limit is no less than 2h between the independent anti-
fire sections. 
4.2 The design of sub-safety area 
    As the matched part of the independent anti-fire sections,the primary function of sub-safety area is to 
evacuate the staff of independent anti-fire section.The design is prefered by designers of industrial 
buildings these days.The restrictions and requirements proposed by this article are as follows 
    (1) The separation of sub-safety area and independent anti-fire section. 
a.Firewall should be used in the passage which attached staircases in anti-fire sections at each floor. 
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b.The sub-safety area and independent anti-fire section should be separated by special fire shutter . 
Furthermore, two-time landing style should be adapted. 
(2)The design of Fire System in sub-safety area 
a.exhaust system is recommended in sub-safety area in sections,this is to say, first-section exhaust 
system located along the streets, second-section exhaust system situated on the top of the sub-safety area. 
b.The mechanical exhaust system should installed by two segments on the horizontal level.The 
corresponding mechanical exhaust system will only be activated when fire or smoke traced by the fire 
detector,which escape from the acceleration of the spread of smoke due to chimney effect . 
c.The fast response sprinklers and the large space intelligent fire suppression system should be installed 
in gallery and atrium area. 
5. The analysis of safety based on the results of experiment 
5.1 The setting of the fire scenario  
Simulating fire by FDS software is involved in this article.Setting two fire scenecs by the character and 
function of the building,such as table 1.The fire seat is located on atrium and a big shop of first floor along 
the street, mainly investigating the influence of fire in shop along the street to the sub-safety area, as well as 
the effectiveness of the fire control system 
Table 1 Total fire scenarios 
5.2 The analysis of the process of fire simulation  
    When identifying the performance criterion of personnel evacuation time managed by TASET.Selecting 
space where the temperature is lower than 60ć, the visibility was not less than 10 m.The time when 
individuals on each Fire scenario are dangreous are as shown in the table 2 ,smoke spread as shown in the 
Fig.2. 
Table 2 The results of fire scenarios 
Fire  
scenario 
Vent 
 system 
Sprinkler system 
Each floor's TASET  
First(s) Second(s) Third(s) Four(s) 
A valid invalid 1310 1452 1531 1634 
B valid invalid 1780 1330 975 610 
 
Fire  
scenario 
Fire 
 seat 
Vent 
 system Sprinkler system 
Fire increasing 
coefficient
˄kw/s2˅ 
Maximum heat 
release rate˄MW) 
A atrium valid invalid 0.0469 13 
B shop valid invalid 0.0469 4 
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Fig. 2. (a)Spread information of smoke in the fire of  atrium; (b) Spread information of smoke in the fire of  shop 
5.3 The analysis of the process of evacuate simulation  
The process of evacuate time including a few pieces of discrete time intervals.Generally it can 
separated to three stages,such as alarm time,response time and move time.Due to the uncertain factors 
which are against the evacuation when evacuating practically it is necessary to consider a safe ratio to the 
evacuating time.1.5 is  selected in this article.The calculation formula can be expressed as  
TREST=TA+TR+1.5hTM 
 Because the space are spacious and people are awake, we set TA as 60s, TR as 120s, set TM by forecast 
and analysis from software PathFinderTM . The results and process are as follows Table 3 and Fig.3 
Table 3 Evacuation time of each floor  
Evacuation 
Floor Alarm time(s) Response time(s) Move time(s) TRSET(s) 
First  
60 120 
471 886 
Second  233 529 
Third  335 682 
Four  315 652 
 
                          
Fig. 3. (a) Personnel evacuated model                                                  (b) Personnel evacuated process 
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5.4 The judgement of the safety of people 
The judgement of the safety of people is : TASET˚TRSET can be used during evacuation. Based on the 
results of simulation ,the judgement of evacuation safety  can be expressed as Table 4. 
 
Table 4  
Evacuation 
safety 
judgmentFire  
scenario 
Evacuation Floor TASET(s) TREST(s)  Safety judgment 
A 
First  1310 886 Y 
Second  1452 529 Y 
Third  1531 682 Y 
Four  1634 652 Y 
B 
First  1780 886 Y 
Second  1330 529 Y 
Third  975 682 Y 
Four  610 652 N 
6 conclusion 
    Conclusion can be made by the design of pedestrian streets security ,as well as computer simulation. 
(1) the design of independent anti-fire unit can effectively keep fire in shops where it began. Once the 
shop is catching fire,it will not influence the evacuation on sub-safety area. 
(2)The conclusion that pedestrian street can be used as sub-safety area is made by the solution to the 
performance-based problem,and which is beneficial to the evacuation in commercial indoor pedestrian 
street. 
(3)Fire control facilities such as smoke exhaust system and automatic sprinkler system is playing an 
important role in the control of fire,moreover, the manager should insurance that the operation of the fire 
control system is normally. 
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